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SPM buoy automation systems 
based on proven components.
A single point mooring buoy (SPM) typically consists of a surface 
buoy attached by chain anchors on the seabed. The product flow 
line from a production or storage facility is laid on the seabed and is 
connected to a seabed manifold from where a flexible hose 
carries the product to the surface buoy. This surface buoy is 
invariably fitted with a turntable trough which the hawser and 
flexible export pipeline are routed to the off take tanker. The SPM 
buoy enables a vessel to freely rotate in response tot waves and 
wind direction. The product flow line can be kilometres long 
depending on the type of product or operating philosophy of the 
onshore facility.

Redundant Automation and data acquisition station

The Redundant Automation and Data Acquisition Station on the buoy 
(SPM) is the base of the system. All signals are connected to this 
system. The intelligence is placed on the buoy, which makes it more 
reliant. If communication between the SPM  buoy and the onshore 
repeater stations is lost, the shorter communication between 
Mobile Tanker Unit and the automation system is still available. 
When the total communication is lost, the automation system can 
be programmed to go to a safe situation. The total system including 
the autonomous power unit will be mounted on a skid.

System architecture

The SPM automation system consists of several onshore and several 
offshore units with mobile monitoring and control capabilities. 
Depending on the applicable rules and regulations the SPM system 
architecture can be altered.
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 Autonomous power
The Redundant Automation and Data Acquisition Station and the 
onshore repeater stations have their own autonomous power source. 
The power of the system will be supplied by Solar Panels with backup 
batteries. The mobile tanker unit and the onshore tanker unit have to be 
supplied with 100V-240V AC 50/60HZ. This unit will get the power from 
the bridge at the tanker or the central control facility of the customer. 

Mobile Tanker Unit
The Mooring master has to be supplied with all necessary information. 
To ensure the mooring master has this information, he can connect with 
the system through a Mobile Tanker Unit. The Mobile Tanker Unit has 
a radio modem which can communicate with the Automation and data 
Acquisition station distance between mobile case and data acquisition 
station about 500m. The mooring master can directly monitor the 
Hawser Tension data. Next to the direct view the Mobile Tanker Unit has 
the possibility to present mimics where e.g. Battery status, Solar Panel 
status, HPU accumulator pressure, Hydr. Oil level, Swivel pressure etc. 
can be presented. All analogue values can be presented in bar graphs.  
If applicable the valves can be controlled. The Mobile Tanker  unit will 
have to be supplied with 100V-240V AC 50/60HZ power. 

Onshore tanker unit
The system has the possibility to connect an onshore tanker unit. 
The onshore tanker unit has the same functionality as the Mobile 
tanker unit. To prevent problems, the control of the system will 
be configured to only the Mobile tanker Unit or only the Onshore 
tanker unit. The onshore tanker unit has also the ability to connect 
to the customers automation system with standard . The onshore 
tanker unit will have to be supplied with 100V-240V AC 50/60HZ 
power.

Onshore repeater station
The onshore repeater station is placed to communicate with the 
Automation and Data Acquisition station. It is equipped with a 
redundant radio modem (wireless Ethernet) and can repeat the 
received information to improve the coverage. To ensure that the 
connection with the Automation and Data Acquisition station is 
available a second onshore repeater station can be placed.
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